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About the Author

Trent Munday is Senior Vice President of Mandara Spa and of

Steiner Spa Consulting. Both are owned by Steiner Leisure LLC,

a driving force in the global spa, wellness and beauty

industries. 

 

Trent joined Steiner Leisure in January 2005 after 14 years in

the hotel business. He previously worked with Six Senses

Hotels & Resorts, where he opened the company’s first Evason

property in Hua Hin, Thailand as Resident Manager. Later, he

was the opening General Manager of Uma Ubud, a COMO

Hotels & Resorts property. He also spent two years at a senior

management level with the Sydney Organising Committee for

the Olympic Games where he was responsible for a number of

portfolios, including the accommodation and related services

for over 17,000 Athletes and Officials in The Village. 

 

 “I really want to encourage the spa industry to reassess where

we’re at. To question everything. Ours is an industry at the

crossroads. We must evolve and adapt.”, says Trent. 

 

Trent is also the host of the popular daily podcast – Trent365.

https://www.trentmunday.com/trent365/


In October 2018, the Global Wellness Institute released their

latest research in the form of the Global Wellness Economy

Monitor. This report declares the global wellness industry,

comprising of ten sectors, including spas, is now valued at USD

$4.2 trillion. 

 

What is most intriguing about these numbers is not so much

the size of the dollar amounts, but the diversity of the sectors

that make it up. 
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Personal Care, Beauty and Anti-Aging ($1,083 billion) ; Healthy

Eating, Nutrition and Weight Loss ($702 billion) ; Wellness

Tourism ($639 billion) ; Fitness and Mind-Body ($595 billion) ;

Preventative and Personalised Medicine and Public Health

($575 billion) ; Traditional and Complementary Medicine ($360

billion) ; Wellness Real Estate ($134 billion) ; Spa Economy ($119

billion) ; Thermal / Mineral Springs ($56 billion) ; Workplace

Wellness ($48 billion). 

https://globalwellnessinstitute.org/


As I was reading through the report, I wondered what the

average hotel spa guest would make of this. How in the world

are they ever going to be able to navigate something as diverse

and complex as the Wonderful World of Wellness?

 

It reminded me of a discussion I had a few years ago at the Spa

China Summit in Chengdu with my good friend Professor

Gerry Bodeker, who is a senior faculty member at Oxford

University, Chair of the Global Wellness Institute’s Mental

Health Initiative and co-editor of the bestselling book

Understanding the Global Spa Industry. What he said back

then resonated with me at that time and to this day I believe it

offers great opportunities for the spa industry.

What Professor Bodeker said was that spas are ideally

positioned to be the Organizational Face of Wellness. Honestly,

when I first heard this, I didn’t understand what he meant and

so I had to ask him to explain. Once I understood it, the idea

intrigued me. Could this be the future of the spa industry? After

all, in many ways it feels like the spa industry has been forever

trying to define itself, to find its true identity. Are we spa? Are

we wellness? Maybe instead, the world will come to know us as

the Organisational Face of Wellness – whatever that means.

Let’s look at what the good Professor meant by this and what it

may mean to all of us and the future of our industry.

 

Professor Bodeker was trying to tell us is that spas have an

opportunity to act as a safe entry point into the world of

otherwise unknown and largely untrusted alternative solutions
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Time to Face Up

https://www.amazon.com/Understanding-Global-Spa-Industry-Management/dp/075068464X


to health and wellness. The market has come to see spas as a

safe place. They may not understand everything we do inside,

but they now accept, by and large, that nothing bad is going to

happen. Also, either in spite of, or perhaps because of, the way

we have created such a colourful language and mystifying

descriptions of our treatments and services, the average

consumer has come to expect something a bit more exotic

and unusual when they enter a spa. So ultimately, spas are

good for you, right? All these factors position the spa as a

natural place to explore alternatives. Whereas it might be

considered risky to try some herbal supplement from that odd-

looking shop in Chinatown, offer that same supplement to me

in my spa, where I already have a relationship of trust and

safety, and I might just be willing to give it a try.
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Spas, according to Professor Bodeker, can be that bridge

between modern medicine and the alternatives. And I believe

he could be right. At least he was certainly right at the time he

said it. However, when I speak with him today, just a few years

after he made his bold proclamation, he is not so sure. He feels

we may have missed the opportunity. But I don’t think it is too

late. Why? Well, firstly, nothing else has stepped up to take our

place on this front. Hospitals are definitely not out there telling

patients they do not need pharmaceutical assistance and

surgeries. Nor are they likely to do so any time soon. As many

have said before, the business of modern medicine – and it is of

course a massive business – is to treat sickness, rather than to

promote wellness. 

Building a Bridge to Wellness
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The other reason I think we still have time to put our

Organisational Face of Wellness on, is that spas are still in need

of that new identity I mentioned earlier. One that has real

substance and a clear reason for being. Hotel spas simply have

not changed much in the last twenty years. Hotels have

changed. Travel has changed. The world has changed, but not

hotel spas. 

So, what could you do to position your spa as the

Organizational Face of Wellness? The good news is it does not

have to be about extensive changes and lots of additional

expenses. It is more a case of repackaging some of the things

that you are already doing so that, as the market comes to

accept us as the place to go for Wellness, you will be well

positioned to deliver on their expectations. What is most

important is to make sure the mindset of your team is on

educating and informing their guests about all the possibilities

out there. Help them move from a beauty and pampering

mindset to a mindset of wellness.
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The simplest way to move forward is to look for experts in the

areas you want to add to your spa offering and find a way to

partner with them. Instead of just having one your therapists

lead a yoga session, approach some of the local yoga teachers

in your area and partner with them for a special Yoga Week at

your spa. Agree on a few session times during the week, then

you promote it to your guests, your yoga partner promotes it to

their regular students as a nice new venue to try out, you

create a special menu with chef for the week, offer special

discounts on food, beverage and even hotel rooms, exclusively

for the students of your yoga partner, etc. Now have also have

an event that you all can promote, so it becomes a great public

relations opportunity too. There are many different ways you

can make an event like this a big win for your spa, your guests,

your hotel, your yoga partner and their students. 

Wellness Partners 
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Take the exact same partnership model and apply it to any

wellness related area you can think of. Meditation, Tai Chi,

Nutritional Advice, Breathing Exercises, Aromatherapy, Sound

Therapy, Light Therapy, Nature Therapy, etc. could all be

introduced to the world through your spas. Also, do not forget

that every one of these additions gives you a new retail

opportunity. You can bring in your own retail items especially

for the event or just take some of your visiting expert’s retail on

consignment.

 

So, the next time you look to make some changes to your

treatment menu, maybe it is time to think about what you

could introduce that would help your guests bridge the gap

between modern medicine and alternative wellness choices?

What could your spa do to help your guests discover and

explore wellness? Are you the Organizational Face of Wellness?

Wellness is a Concept. Spa is a Building.

 

Wellness can exist in a spa. But it does not have to exist only in

a spa. Indeed, if you accept the premise that wellness is

something you need to live and breathe every day, it logically

cannot live only in the spa. Wellness is really a lifestyle choice.

By all means, you can go to the spa to get a wellness fix. But

what matters more is what you do after you leave the spa –

how you eat, how you sleep, where you live, what products you

buy and consume, how you exercise. 

 

In other words, wellness is everywhere.

 

Beyond the Spa
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To put it in the context of a hotel, true wellness is about the

room, the furniture, the air conditioning, the linen, the food,

the lighting – every element of the space. So, how can you

bring Wellness beyond the four walls of the spa? Here’s a few

ideas…

 

If your hotel offers a Turn Down service, this could be an

opportunity to promote mental wellness. Turn Down service is

where housekeeping comes in the evening and refreshes your

room, folds back the duvet (hence the term ‘turn down’),

places the slippers by the bed and a little chocolate on the

pillow. And on the pillow, right beside that little chocolate,

could be an ideal place to leave a nice card with a feel-good

message, an inspirational quote or, better still, a few simple

mindfulness exercises.

 

This also a great opportunity to help your guests get a good

night’s sleep. It’s something hotels take for granted. Plush

linens are great, but not enough. Something as simple as a

nice little card with some basic breathing exercises can make a

big difference in helping your guests relax and drift off to sleep.

If you really want to make an impact, include a little bag of

lavender scented potpourri on the pillow. Super simple and

super impactful. 



While we are at the bed, what about a Pillow Menu? A

selection of different types of pillows, either already in place or

available on request. 

 

PRO TIP: I have never seen a Spa Pillow on a menu. What is a

Spa Pillow? I do not know. So why not create it? It could be as

simple as a normal pillow with some lavender or chamomile

scent. Or it could be made of fancy memory foam. Be creative.

 

What else could you do to enhance sleep? How about

including a Sleep Spray in the minibar? Encourage guests to

try a few pumps of the spray on the bed and pillow before

going to bed and let the aromatherapy scents (yes, our old

favourite lavender again) work their magic.

 

Another spa item for the mini-bar would be a cooling eye

mask placed in the fridge. These are great for relaxing the eyes.

And if you never thought your eyes needed any more

relaxation than simply closing them when you’re tired, you

should try one of these eye masks. 

 

And what about Water? Yes, those two plastic water bottles

that sit by the bed or sometimes in the bathroom. Water is

essential to our health and well-being and for many, SPA

means Salus Per Aqua (Health Through Water). Most of us

could always do with drinking a bit more water, especially

when we are travelling. 
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And thus far we have only really touched on the more

traditional role of spas, as providers of treatments and

experiences. But what about all the other areas of the global

wellness economy identified at the beginning of this chapter?

If you’re looking for a Workplace Wellness program, the spa

should be perfectly positioned to be able to help facilitate that

for your company. Do you need some advice on Wellness Real

Estate? Why couldn’t the spa be the place you go for that

information. Preventative Medicine, Alternative Therapies,

 Nutritional Advice and of course Beauty and Anti-Aging. All of

the ten sectors identified by the Global Wellness Institute in

their ground-breaking report, the Global Wellness Economy

Monitor, could potentially be channelled through the spa. 

 

The spa is there to help guide everyone through this Wonderful

World of Wellness. Think of the spa like your Wellness

Concierge. There to help with whatever you need.

 

Spas are the Public Face of Wellness. The Ambassadors of

Wellness, if you like. In a world where more and more people

are seeking all things wellness, perhaps it is time for spas to

think bigger? To truly become the Organisational Face of

Wellness.  

 

 

Wellness Guide



PROVIDING BURSTS OF REALITY

 IN A SEA OF FLUFF! 

Visit my website

Listen to the Trent365 Show

Connect with me on Linkedin

Email me

http://trentmunday.com/
https://www.trentmunday.com/trent365/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/trentmunday/
mailto:me@trentmunday.com

